
Facts

• Men of German, Austrian and Italian nationality

fought with the Allies in Pioneer and British Commando

units in WWII. Chinese-Canadians served as special

agents and translators

• By 1952 Canada had revoked the “enemy aliens”

ban against Italian and German immigration  

• 2006 census data places German and Italian ethnic

origins in Canada at respectively 10.18% and 4.63% of

population. Those of German and Italian ethnicity

ranked just behind those who self-identified as

Canadian, English, French, Scottish and Irish

Before the Reading

• Most immigrants to Canada experienced a rough

beginning. Find stories from groups from the 1700s,

1800s and 1900s who felt discriminated against.

Brainstorm reasons why newcomers seem to have a

rough start in Canada

• What was there, and is there, to appreciate about

Canada as a new home? Why do so many people want

to come here?

• From the War of 1812, Boer War, WWI, WWII and

Korean War to 20th and 21st century Peacekeeping and

peace-making missions, why have men and women vol-

unteered to fight? Why should we be proud of these

men and women?

Canadians all: a valedictory
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Character Education
• Personalize your Canadian identity

• Appreciate Canadian history

• Respect and honour Canada’s veterans 

John Franklin, British
Army No. 10
Commando, 
Inter-Allied
“Enterprises must be pre-

pared, with specially trained

troops of the hunter class,

who can develop a reign of

terror … leaving a trail of

German corpses behind

them.” Winston Churchill

Admiral Lord Louis Mountbatten, Chief of Combined
British Operations in WWII, saw the value of having
men who could develop a reign of terror—risk-takers,
specially-trained spies and saboteurs. In 1940 when
Britain was in the darkest days of the war the call
went out for volunteers for Special Service Battalions 

John Franklin, a German citizen at the time and later
a resident of Pickering, Ontario, volunteered for No.
10 Inter-Allied Commando. The men for this
Commando were usually attached to other units who
used their language skills as interpreters and inter-
rogators in dangerous behind the enemy lines work
they were doing. By the end of the war No. 10 Inter-
Allied was the largest commando unit in the British
Army. 

Commando units went through a six week intensive
course that focused on fitness, speed marches,
weapons training, map reading, climbing, small boat
operations and demolitions—by day, night and

John Franklin | Freedom



Reading
At the outbreak of hostilities in 1939 people from Axis
countries were labelled “enemy aliens” in Canada and
Britain. It was difficult being German- or Italian-speaking
or of Japanese heritage. Canada and Britain set up
internment camps and suspicion fell even on those whose
families had lived in Canada for decades. When people
of these “alien” backgrounds tried to enlist, they were
rejected. However, as the war progressed, some of these
men and women were allowed to serve. British Pioneer
and British Commando units saw active service during
WWII. Smaller numbers of Canadians served with Special
Operations Executive (S.O.E.) secretly behind enemy lines
in Burma, Malaya and Sarawak.

After WWII, Canadian
Immigration Policy barred all
“enemy aliens” except for those
who had served with the
Canadian or British Forces. In
1952 when the ban was lifted
large numbers of Germans
and Italians flowed into
Canada, my family among
them. My family came from
Hamburg, Germany in 1954
and in many ways our story is
typical. 

My father had been a German soldier and my paternal
grandfather a First-Engineer in the German Merchant
Marine. My mother and maternal grandmother had been
in concentration camps. My great-grandparents died in
the Lodz ghetto. My mother insisted our family leave
Germany, a country which had persecuted her and her
mother and killed her grandparents. My father, who had
seen things he wished never to see again, was eager to
leave as well. 

My mother’s brother, my uncle, had been interned in
Britain and Canada as an enemy alien but had then
served with The British Pioneers and married a British VAD,
a Voluntary Aid Detachment—a kind of nurse’s aide. My
uncle’s family immigrated to Canada in the early 1950s
and was in a position to sponsor our family. We blew into
Canada along with Hurricane Hazel in 1954. 

The transition into Canadian small town life was difficult.
My parents persevered in spite of discrimination and set-
backs. Their goal to educate their children to the highest
level was attained. Their son received his doctorate from
Cambridge and became a professor in Canada and their

daughter topped her teaching career with a decade of
being a secondary school vice-principal and principal.

The primary goal achieved, my parents charged onwards.
They never took the gift of Canadian citizenship lightly.
They wanted to pay back the country that provided them
with freedom and opportunity. They worked to establish
the Robert McLaughlin Art Gallery in Oshawa, the Station
Gallery in Whitby and facilitated the preservation of the
Fick-Eggert Collection at the Art Gallery of Ontario. Their
later decades of environmental activism were recognized
when the Town of Whitby named Eggert Court after them. 

My parents’ example inspired me. Although I am officially
an “enemy alien” as I was born in Hamburg in 1946, I
am a tireless supporter of Canada’s veterans of all wars,
actions and missions. I see it as my responsibility to learn
the history of my adopted country and to take pride in its
defenders—no matter how long ago they defended this
country. Like my parents I am a very proud Canadian.

Since 1954, and as an educator, I experienced many

Suse and Frank Eggert during WWII
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underwater. Parachute training and radio operations
were given to troops dropped behind enemy lines;
other troops received mountain climbing, skiing and
Arctic warfare instruction.

John Franklin was initially with Headquarters of the
Inter-Allied and then with the troops that pushed the
Germans out of occupied territories. He was with the
Belgian Commandos in Germany in the Baltic Region
in 1945. The Belgian No. 9 and 10 Troops together
with No. 4 Troop provided security for the 80th Anti-
Aircraft Brigade that operated in the area south east
of Kiel near Eutin. No. 10 Belgian Troop went on to
liberate Neuengamme Concentration Camp located
near Hamburg. 

No. 10 Inter-Allied was officially disbanded
September, 1945. By 1948 John Franklin was a
British subject; he came to Canada on a British
Passport. Major Hilton-Jones speaking of the
Commandos of German origin wrote: “Despite many
and serious difficulties, this band of “enemy alien”
volunteers earned for itself a not unflattering reputa-
tion, the achievement of which was in no small
measure due to the sincerity and wholeheartedness
put into his service by every member of the troop. For
them perhaps more than for any others it was a
question of self-respect and self-justification.” 
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Alexander Shukee Louie 
“When I put on that uniform for the first time, I felt like a

man … a human being … I was not ashamed of being

Chinese anymore.”
Alex Louie speaking in NFB documentary Unwanted Soldiers 

As Camp X in Whitby, ON was closing down, another
secret camp was coming into being near Penticton, B.C.
The S.O.E. camp was to train Chinese-Canadians for
high-risk operations behind Japanese lines. Up until
1944 the Canadian government refused to allow
Canadian-born Chinese to serve and treated all
Chinese-Canadians as second class citizens. They did
not have the right to vote. Alexander Louie in the NFB
film Unwanted Soldiers talks about growing up in the
Chinese ghetto of Vancouver. “I was spat at, glared at
and sworn at when I left the ghetto.” In spite of this
treatment, hundreds of young Chinese-Canadian men
answered the call when on March 24, 1944 the
Canadian government allowed the British government
to set up the super-secret tented camp at Commando
Bay.

Two Camp X trainers taught the first 15 Chinese-
Canadian recruits demolitions, unarmed combat, silent
kill and small arms. They also received training in wire-
less radio operations, ambush planning, survival and
sabotage. For example, they learned how to attach
limpet mines to enemy vessels. During their seven days
a week early morning training from May to September
1944 the young men became proficient swimmers in
the cold waters of Commando Bay. Many of them had
not learned to swim as Chinese-Canadians were not

allowed in B.C. swimming pools. When the first trainees

arrived in Australia, they received further parachute

jumping training.

As a tribute to the excellence of their service on dan-

gerous missions in South East Asia four of the five

Chinese-Canadian agents dropped into Borneo

received the Military Medal. The British War Office

wanted more Chinese-Canadians! This time in January,

1945 136 Chinese-Canadians were given the go-

ahead to train in England and India for Force 136.

“We were wanted to parachute in to arm resistance in

the Malay area and we were told to expect 80% casu-

alties,” said Louie. “We took the risk to earn full

Canadian citizenship”.

After Hiroshima, Nagasaki and Japanese surrender

Force 136 was redirected to accept the surrender of

Japanese soldiers, help with the repatriation of Allied

POWs, supervise work parties of surrendered Japanese

soldiers and keep peace between the Chinese and

Malays who were fighting in the vacuum left by the

Japanese surrender. Alex Louie described seeing 500

walking ghosts, skeletal Allied POWs. Sgt. Bing Lee

Chinn interpreted as his team gave medical assistance

to guerrillas suffering from beriberi and skin ulcers.

Force 136 was up to all tasks. 

By the end of September

1945 Force 136 was dis-

banded. Alex Louie

returned to B.C. to co-

found the successful Le Kiu

Asian Importing Company

and open the Marco Polo

Restaurant and night club.

In 1947 the Canadian

government repealed the

Chinese Exclusion Act of

1923; Chinese-Canadians received the right to vote.

Two of Mr. Louie’s children entered professions from

which Chinese-Canadians had been excluded. 

The 150 Chinese-Canadians who served during WWII

did not change the tides of war, but by their service, they

did change the tides of the society in which they lived. 

Alex Louie in the group shot of the Chinese Canadian Veterans’
14th Anniversary

www.veterans.gc.ca/eng/collections/hr_cdnchinese/profile/louiea

Alexander Shukee Louie
obits.dignitymemorial.com



waves of immigrants and attended many Remembrance

Day Assemblies. Too frequently I saw young people who

could not see how remembrance related to them. I did. I

thought that if you were Canadian, “you’d just get it”.

I took it for granted that no matter what our background,

we owe thanks to those who fought and fight to protect us

and the values Canada represents.

As a result I always strove to appreciate and commemo-

rate those who risked and gave their lives in the service of

our country. Surely the diversity of our heritages, opinions

and politics should not stand in the way of that? To para-

phrase jazz singer Ella Fitzgerald, “It wasn’t where we

came from, it’s where we were going that counted.” We

were all going to be good citizens for Canada, right?

My mother and grandmother were bombed in Germany at

the same time as my aunt, uncle and cousins were

bombed in England. My uncle was in internment camps in

Britain and Canada while my mother and grandmother

were in concentration camps in Germany and the Czech

Republic. I learned and grew through understanding all

sides. My heritage informed my choices—made me even

more appreciative of Canada.

I’ve worked on Reading and Remembrance since 2005

trying to inspire young people—no matter what their back-

grounds—to read more history, to honour Canadian vet-

erans and just to read! It’s been a wonderfully rich voyage

of discovery that helped me appreciate Canadian citizen-

ship and identity even more. I hope the same holds true

for some of you.

As I leave this project behind, I leave this valedictory:

Seek peace and understanding

After the Reading

• Who were the Axis powers and the “enemy aliens” of

WWII?

• What does the author think you should “just get” if

you’re Canadian?

• Why do some young people think Remembrance Day

is not for them? Why is it for them?

Extensions
• Research Camp 33 Petawawa, an Ontario internment
camp during WWII. Present an overview of your findings
comparing what happened to Italian- and German-
Canadians with what happened to Japanese-Canadians
during WWII

• Contributions of the “enemy aliens” to Canadian society.
Provide a top 10 list of contributors and contributions of
those who were officially “enemy aliens” during WWII

• Many young people are quick to seek their rights as
Canadians. What are your responsibilities? How would
you do on a checklist of responsibilities? Create a
checklist of young people’s responsibilities as
Canadians and then survey at least 100 of your friends.
Create statistical data on your survey results to paint a
picture of how the young people you know are doing as
responsible citizens
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